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ACTIVITY TIMETABLE- ANTALYA/TURKEY (25TH-30TH APRIL) 

 

 

  25.04.2012 26.04.2012 27.04.2012 28.04.2012 29.04.2012 30.04.2012 

08.00-09.00   

A 

R 

R 

I 

V 

A 

L 

S 

 

Breakfast  Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast 

09.00- 09.30  Getting together and ice-breakers 
 

Setting off for Alanya 
(departure time 8.30) 

Folk Dance Practice Collecting stones from the 
beach  

 
 

 

09.30-11.00 

 Introduction to the subject: Why 

are we here? Expectations and 
introducing the working plan. 

Each organization will briefly 

present their activities that have 
been made so far 

 

Visiting the silk weaving project 
designed for women by 

municipality of Alanya  

 

Working with the organization 
directors about the final report 

 

Working with the 
organization directors about 

the final report 

DEPARTURE 

11.00-11.30  Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break  

 

11.30-12.30 

  

Physical and mental awareness 
with breathing exercises (Akdeniz 

University P.E Academy 

Teaching Assistant Pembe 
Taşkın) PS: Remember to wear 

casual & comfortable clothes  

 
 

 

Visiting women who make hand 
woven carpets & Examining the 

examples of this craft and having 

chat with women  

 

Working with the organization 
directors about the final report 

 

Stone Painting Workshop  
For other members of 

organizations except for 

directors 
(painting the stones which 

are taken from the beach)  

DEPARTURE 

12.30-13.30  Lunch  Lunch (with municipality of 

Alanya) 

Lunch Lunch  

 
14.30-16.00 

  

Get to know 

the hotel and 

its 

surroundings 

Visiting greenhouses and working 
women  (departure time: 13.45) 

  
Visiting historical places of 

Alanya 

Visiting the Old Town and 
Harbour (Orient Bazaar/carpet 

stores)  

Free Time  

 

16.30-18.00 

  Visiting local bazaar of Meltem 

District 

Returning to the Hotel     

18.00-20.00  Dinner  Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner  

20.30-21.00  Welcome 

Party 

Turkish Night at Sentido Hotel 
(Beldibi) (departure time: 20.00) 

Evaluation  Free Time Evaluation and Farewell 
Party 
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           iletoCPN Creative Thinking & Action iletocpn@yahoo.co.uk  

GPR10/020P                                                                                                                                                            

 

In Attendance: Host Efem Akdeniz Genclik Ve Spor Kulubu Dernegi: Necla Turan ,Ekin Ozdemir,Nurhayat Ayan: 

Germany: Heimvolkshochschule Alte Molkerei Frille:Daniela Moller-Peck,Marie-Luise Vorderwulbecke: 

Poland: Women’s Rights Centre In Lodz: Agata Zakrzewska, Agnieszka kwiatkowska, Maja Suwalska, Anna Musialowicz: 

Austria: Frauen aus allen Landern: Katherin Fleckl, Karin Scachinger: United Kingdom: iletoCPN: Aisha Peters Oya, Llanya EdwardsPriestess 

Ifayoriju, Kenyasue Smart, Valerie Sewell Priestess Omilani; 

 

Arrival 24th April 2012 

The UK delegates arrived in Antalya -Turkey on the 24th April 2004, we had  exspectations that Turkey was hot and sunny, surprisingly as we 

flew over the Taurus Moutains, capped with snow,we found the tempature  cool and misty: We had prepared ourself for communication by using 

turkish guides for language translations. The hotel we  stayed at was the  Porto Bello Hotel Resort & Spa konyaalti Antalya, exloring the 

environment  the hotel and surrounding  locality and made friends with Hassan an elder hotel porter who  very polite and accomodating he  

helped utilise the hotel facilities. Some of the women in the hotel reception were not so friendly.Some of the partners stayed overnight  in 

Istanbul and would be arriving the next day.After an exhausing journey we retired for the night. 

 

April 25 Reception  

We wanted to make contact with our partners as soon as possible, we walked went to their  hotel  to meet them, about 9.30am, The hotel manager 

was not impressed we were not staying there and asked for our passports, we asked for our hosts and waited over  an hour and a half for them, 

when they did not come downstairs we wrote a message and left it with the manager.We stayed in a different hotel than the partnerships, as 

managed to find a package that was  economically value for money. When booking this deal in March 2012 we shared the details with our 

partners, who did not respond, we understand that our hosts have arrangments with the hotel, we were about a mile and a half away, from them. 

Later that evening Ekin and  Neclar our hosts  came to collect us at our hotel, to bring us to the reception The host choice  of hotel, was not 

adequate, had a drain issue which caused offensive smells from the basement to the ground floor, our  host Ekin apologised for this, it made our 

group apreciative of our arrangements. Then at  the reception  we were entertained by a Traditional Turkish dance troupe  ,girls and young men 

and a Turkish world champion guitar player, we were encouraged to dance and join in we had our pictures taken with everyone, which are on the 

blogs: www.unifiedsisters.wordpress.com and www.empowermentofwomen.wordpress.com    

 

 

mailto:iletocpn@yahoo.co.uk
http://www.unifiedsisters.wordpress.com/
http://www.empowermentofwomen.wordpress.com/
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First session  26-April 2012 

The next day we missed the first session because of issues with transport, after waiting for the cab to arrive we decided to attempt to walk to the 

partnership  hotel, it was quite hot,  we apologised  for missing the introduction session ,but, arrived in time for the exersize class which 3 of our 

members engaged in. The issue with the  drain had not been resolved , unfortunatly the room that was used in the basement was located near the 

toilets, one member stated that it was detriment to their health. Another  issue  arose because we were staying in a different hotel that  the 

transport arrangements, trying to negotiate the price with drivers some did not understand english, also attempting to negotiate to change the 

session start  times with partnerships, which did not suceed in doing.   

We visited Greenhouses in Antalya after lunch in  the afternoon and met 12 women and young girls were employed in a green house project 

Housed by the  University Llmvsority, they grew a  multitude of vegetables, hundreds of varieties of cucumbers, tomatoes, peppers ect, 

essentially for hybrid seed collection  for different  varieties,  we went on a tour through the acres of greenhouses  facilitated by the professor ,                             

the women were facinated with our skin and hair, were very humble and gracious. some of the product was sold locally at the Antalya markets,  

This culteral exchange was very good-we also recognised that we spoke to the women farmers in a controlled situation where their employers 

were present  After the tour  the women had prepared refreshments for us teas and produce from the project.  

We were encouraged to ask the women and girls any question we liked, iletoCPN members did not want to be intrusive,but we interested in the 

age of the women working there, we found out between the ages of 11-14 years women often started work, usually with their mothers, family 

members provided child care when needed, fathers were supportive the whole family worked together.. They only employ women and girls 

because they are more gentle with handling the products .They told us about their working environmen the retirement age was mentioned at 40 

years or so, that they also had access to the internet. And wanted to know about our childcare situations families and so forth.  

 

Bazaar Meltem 

In the afternoon we went to the local market Bazaar this was also excellent we were enabled to wander around and meet back an arranged place, 

we gained a lot of attention, eveyone thought that we were all  Jamaican, we also found that the prices of items such as natural cystals were at 

knock down prices, tradtional kilms and met The Carpet Kalim Expert, a famous tennis champion back in the day the people were curious and 

polite we got a lot of attention from the men.We observed that produce from the green house was being sold,  hand made soaps and lotions 

infused with herbs really beautifully presented and all organic, sold by women and men.The soil in Turkey is very rich and red, people can grow 

bananas on their land, it is an agriculteral dream. We even wrote about the exsperience on  Trip advisor under Antlanya Market baazar: Back at  

the Porta Bello Hotel there was an international conference happening:- The 3rd International Iconte conference on  “ New Trends In Education 

& Their Implications Conference “  26-28 April Antalya – we spoke to one of the organisers she heard about about our research on Skin 

Bleaching Products & Use, in fact she booked us places, and   informed the organising committee Professor Zeki Kaya and Dr Ugur Demiray, we 

informed them about our Grundvig partnerships, the fact we were committed to finishing our work, they were visably dissapointed, but, invited 

us all to the final plenary and party.This conference is very important over 184 abstracts dealing with education trends with over half of the 
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contributing academics  more than half were Muslim Women Professors from all over the world:We spoke to them about our purpose and the 

partnerships would have also been engaged also, however, when we tried to inform the partners about this international event,unfortunatly they 

were not interested at all. Good news is iletoCPN members  have been invited to the 4th Conference in 2013 to present oure research findings, as 

guests. Our members attended the last Inconte conference end party and made network contacts, that they had an excellent time. Proffessor Zeki 

wife had been one of the organisers at the 12th Global Association For The Advancement of Womens Rights A.W.I.D   held on 19-22 April 

2012, this international global platform has set precidence in its disscussions and actions on womens leadership and rights.We are attempting to 

enable them to register on their national agency web-site for 2013.This was mentioned to our hosts before the mobility, they were not aware of 

this annual event.    

  

27th April 2012 Trip to Anlanya 

Necla our host was so accomodating she arranged min-bus for everyone to travel during the mobility outings, which we apreciated, collected at 

8am visiting Sporun Yasadign Sehir youth project  Anlanya about 2 and a half miles away 76.74 miles, then onto a reception with the town 

mayor  Hasan Sipahioğlu, of the Justice and Development Party, has led the city since 1999. ....    also with municiple manager Zainab 

responsible for tourism:- “ City population  of tourists  is 4 and half  million , half of  total are working women,there are a percentage of trades 

for women in  major areas:-Architecture,Electrical/ Engineering ,Travel and tourisim,Insurance, {no plumbers yet} and Farming; as well as 

doing all the work that men do, and employment in the local authority with a number of female government members, Anlanya Castle, and 

UNESCO among others. The Mayor went on to inform us that: “ the number of hotels and holiday homes is the second lagest in the whole of 

Turkey, Istanbull  being the first. The focus on womens businesses which they support , commerce and equality trying to be a true mirror of 

people.Very important that the mulcipility encourages various traditional hand  crafts for women in different localities, with no foriegn imports 

are allowed into the Anlaya cottage industry;- Free training to enable women to be self sustaind  the “ motto you can do what you want to do“  

we can provide venue hire for your business:- these opportunties are not open for men“ Q & A session was introduced we asked about population 

of  Africans/Caribbeans  in the city ...we were informed that only 1%  African, German and Russia factor overpopulation in the area, even so 

they are entitled to all the benefits of the indegenous population. He stated that“ he would specifically like to see more Africans/Caribbeans as 

tourists“.  

After the reception we had our pictures taken, the mayor kindly paid for us to have a beautiful lunch in a traditional Turkish Restaurant,a total of 

7 courses of Turkish foods, Breads, meats, salads, soups and breads:- Alfresco... and we ate we ate under Orange Trees, it was warm and 

peaceful. Incidently Anlanya used to be known for their production of organges,the growing capability ofTrkey is amazing,everywhere  we 

visited, even petrol stations  the people were growing, Bananas,Corn, Olives,Organges,Melons and salads and also Aloe-Vera  commonly grow 

anywhere, chicken, goats and other animals, were enabled to roam free.   

 

Traditional Cottage Industries 
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We then went on to the Silk Heritage project, we walked up a steep hill along the Lovely Boutique Beach hotels, we saw all kinds of fruit trees 

and animals: The traditional silk  weaving business that employed women, traditional wooden looms and tools were carefully reconstructed, silk 

worm farm a In a surprisingly small house, view pictures on www.empowermentofwomen.wordpress.com   visitors & tourists could purchase the 

crafts from the castle. Next we visited Seljuk era historical landmark that spans along the citadel walls to the famous Red Tower overseeing the 

Anlanya harbour.... Necla put our group to shame as she climbed up on the towers and steep hills, we climbed steps looking down onto the 

harbour at the clear blue water and fishing boats we continued our way down the steep slopes, into a ship museum: We met a family who made 

gourd lamps so intricate and detailed, iletoCPN members were invited into their home, it was a family business. Daniela stayed behind to visit 

friends in Anlanya  as we made our way back tired but impressed with the creativity of the Mayor,  impressed with support the for Turkish 

women and families they were genuinely happy .  

We experienced abrupt and rude attitude from 1 member of  polish group, we choose to ignore this discourse at this time,   iletoCPN   learners 

mentioned triple standards were being played out, the partnerships were enabled privileges to attend late, decide on items while we were not: 

 

28
th

 April 2012 

On the agenda for today was the inputs for the final report and table of work schedules and outcomes; 2 of iletoCpn  learners stayed at the hotel 

to recover from the previous days excertions, although we were exspected to sign for them. We found the  atmosphere was tense and when we 

started working on the reports,the lead partner had brought  all the certificates that we iletocpn had filled in incorrectly, from November 2011, we 

were not given any guidance regarding what components needed to be on them, Priestess Ifayorijue Ilanya spoke to her privately about the 

attitude and behaviour that we had come to work together. Priestess used to live in Germany from the age of 7 .We found that while writing the 

report the partnerships were unwilling to accept, listen or acknowlege any  input from the UK Co-ordinator regarding language and positive 

outcomes..further to this the way we were being addressed and spoken to was rude and derogitory, especially when the partners kept on speaking 

in German.Although Neclar showed us examples of what the certificate should contain, but, the Geman Coordinator refused to let us have them 

to correct,  when we asked for copies of the paper work everyone was using ,our host facilitator told us that is was exspensive to aquire 

photocopies. We also observed that the evaluation methods had changed without any disscussion with our group. 

 

29th April 2012  

 

The second day of joint working  the UK Coordinator and  learner  attended Valerie Priestess Omilani attended Aisha Oya another learner did not 

feel welcomed to attend: When we arrived at the hotel 8.30am the manger told  us that no-one was in they had gone out:-we knew that 1  session 

was on the beach art work with learners but were also aware that the staff should have been working on the report, as we were denied access we 

sat outside it was quite sunny... luckily Ekin the facilitator arrived late about 9.15am and told us she would find out and come back, however 

when she did not return at 10.15am we went inside and found the room the parters were working, they were visable upset, when we asked the 

facilitator why she did not come and get us she stated she forgot, as she was late:-  Again the partners  German and Polish partners refused to 

http://www.empowermentofwomen.wordpress.com/
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listen, engage and involve us, no acknowlege when the UK coordinator made an input we found that all suggestions  were being questioned 

negativley/subjectivley by 1 Polish learner, this posed no problem to the whole group, as this behaviour was not acknowleged or questioned.  

Reverting back to German became standard and this  was accepted by the whole group. Although it is fair to state that Turkish partners apart 

from “forgetting“ we were waiting outside were couteous and accomodating. When were broke for lunch to return to our hotel the Polish 

Cordinator though it was fitting to inform us we only had half an hour, the polish learners continued  attacking  and was enabled  to continue with 

her discourse, finally the UK Coordinator  informed that iletoCPN were not in Turkey to justify any issues that she had.We decided not to return 

at this point after all our suggestions were not being taken on board and when we asked for paperwork for the session: A mobile text was sent to 

the turkish facilitator informing that we would not be coming back,as the behaviour of the partners was unacceptable to us..  an explanation that 

this is the way in which discrimination and racism is constructed and implemented;-    

 

They were also reminded that we had brought gifts for them that was intended for the final meeting, as we would not be coming back 

arrangments should be made to collect them. Ekin texted back to mention how all of them were upset by the claims that were untrue, but we 

recognise that sometimes denial is the only means of defence: 

The exsperience was positive in some aspects and negative in another we learnt a great deal of  activities which can be tried in the UK. Turkey is   

is a  thriving developing  country, the government supports and  engages women into employment,  supports family intiatives,there are no 

mechanisms to deny parents from working with their children, a freedom that we in the UK do not have: Crime is relatively low, and  Creatvity is 

in abundance. Antalya is being redeveoped into a tourist area, they also have  Dolphin park and varieties of sea life, So relativley unspoilt  for 

now..we as a group agreed that we would like to return some day: We have taken away some business ideas, to utilise our allotment, which, pales 

in comparison to the wonerful landscapes and rich soil which produce any variety of food in Turkey but given more confidence to have faith  in 

our own abilities now. Information about our business ideas can be located on www.unifiedsisters,wordpress.com 

     

 

Taken from iletoCPN  learners Diaries 3rd October 2012 

http://www.unifiedsisters,wordpress.com/

